SALON SUCCESS
THROUGH SYNERGY
When : Monday, November 13, 2017
10:00am - 4:00pm

Where : Omni Providence
1 W Exchange St, Providence, RI 02903

Order : Online at

Tickets
Only
$39

www.SalonSuccessCS.com

Classes include:
Recommended for

One low price for multiple classes!!

Owners / Managers:
One on Ones with Noelle & Paul
Commercial Real Estate Negotiations

S3’s
$15

Best Practices: How to Maximize your profit
Recommended for
You and your entire team:

How to Win Clients
Rezenerate Facial System
Men-u Men's Grooming & Business
Bombshell Waxing
Make up with Grace Marie
Longevity in the Profession
Identifying & Releasing Energetic Blocks
Open Forum Question & Answer

All Classes
are 1 - 2
hours each
keeping you
energized &
learning all
day!

How to Win Clients- What do the world’s best leaders know that the rest of us don’t?
How do you become an influencer without feeling like a salesperson? How do you
connect with clients and get your reputation to spread? The most powerful
techniques are often very simple and easy to apply. –Sam LaQuale, Masello Salon
Services of New England
Men-u Men's Grooming & Business - Lack of training in male grooming and truly understanding the fastest growing segment in our industry could be what's holding back
existing stylists in expanding their repertoire. Learn tips from Men-u Men, a highly
recruited secret weapon for any stylist trying to sharpen their clipper skills Sam LaQuale (Masello’s) & Justin James (Men-u Men)
Rezenerate Facial System –The new Rezenerate modality is the culmination of a decade’s worth of research and collaboration between Nanophysicists and Bioscientists
to create a cutting-edge system that achieves the results of more invasive skincare
modalities WITHOUT the pain, downtime, and other negatives often associated with
risky medical procedures. -Essentials
Bombshell Waxing— Bombshell focuses on preparing professionals to better understand brow architecture, mapping & shaping methodologies. 7 Minute Brazilian wax,
& the newest modalities in waxing such as nostril, ears, toes and more. -Essentials
Commercial Real Estate - Leveraging commercial real estate to improve your salon’s
profitability. Learn strategies and ideas for how salon owners can put real estate to
work for their business, including how to save money on new lease negotiations as
well as lease renewals.—Stefan Zelich (Carr Healthcare Realty)
Best Practices: How to Maximize Your Profit - Bookkeeping, tax filings, best practices:
budget setting, margin management, and getting your business ready to sell. - Jamie
Doucette Schmidt (Dave Doucette CPA)
Identifying & Releasing Energetic Blocks - Identify and release the core beliefs and
emotion triggers that prevent you from accessing your true gifts and living a successful and happy life. Identifying the early seeds of belief that undermine success. Release
them through a combination of guided meditation, Emotional Freedom Technique and
essential oils. -Judy Giovangelo, Master Intuitive Healer & Coach
Make up with Grace Marie— Learn how you can easily take a day look and go to an
evening look with just a few make up items. Also learn the newest trends in the make
up profession. –Grace Moschetto (Grace Marie Beauty)
Longevity in the Profession– Learn self-care, ideal posture and healthy lifestyle to extend your physical-self for longevity in the profession- Philip
Wong, DC
Open Forum Question & Answer - Collaborate with consultants and
attendees on challenges that arise in our profession. Debate current
topics in the industry such as Groupon, renters, and much more!

